
11.30% 13

1.74% 2

33.04% 38

10.43% 12

41.74% 48

1.74% 2

Q1 In which area of the township do you reside?
Answered: 115 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 115

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 West Kanawha Avenue - I don't know which area that falls under in the above list 6/11/2018 11:48 AM

2 Shaker Square 5/15/2018 2:30 PM
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41.07% 46

16.07% 18

25.89% 29

34.82% 39

31.25% 35

28.57% 32

20.54% 23

Q2 In your opinion, what are the biggest challenges facing the overall
township in the next 5 years?

Answered: 112 Skipped: 3

Total Respondents: 112  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Traffic. Zoning. 7/10/2018 5:53 PM

2 Property taxes too high, 5G cell phone towers should NOT be installed, it would be good to have
safe bike paths from Mt. Air area into Worthington Hills or Olentagy Bike Path

7/10/2018 11:40 AM

3 Increasing traffic on 315, installation of sewer 7/8/2018 4:36 PM

4 Continuation of bike trail to High Banks Park. Safety for walkers and bikers on Clubview Blvd on
the hill.to access bike trail

7/8/2018 4:09 PM

5 I am not aware of problems, and would like to be better informed if there are issues. 7/8/2018 3:44 PM

6 Revenue to general fund 6/29/2018 2:37 PM
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7 Sidewalks needed on Linworth & Olentangy Rds 6/17/2018 9:20 AM

8 Younger couples fleeing the Columbus School and TWP for other areas. 6/12/2018 9:35 AM

9 Green space, recreation 6/11/2018 8:19 PM

10 Not much care has been given to our alley way 6/11/2018 6:31 PM

11 Constant break ins, cars 6/11/2018 12:39 PM

12 Public utilities 6/11/2018 12:33 PM

13 No known challenges 6/11/2018 8:51 AM

14 Lack of qualified police force; lack of sewer in lower RKW 6/9/2018 3:11 PM

15 Traffic and enforcement of dangerous driving along 315 north of 270 5/30/2018 11:58 AM

16 infrastructure to support outside development 5/29/2018 10:39 PM

17 Columbus predatory demands 5/22/2018 4:33 PM

18 the highway speed limit is way too fast for our area. we need more patrol cars to be seen. Very
dangerous getting in or out of our drives along R315

5/15/2018 2:46 PM

19 Desegregation 5/15/2018 2:30 PM

20 Safe and reliable water source 5/14/2018 9:04 PM

21 Not informed enough to have an opinion 5/11/2018 8:59 PM

22 stormwater system and sewer system 5/11/2018 12:24 PM

23 Drainage repair 5/11/2018 9:40 AM
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Q3 In your opinion, what are the biggest challenges facing your specific
neighborhood in the next 5 years?

Answered: 112 Skipped: 3
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Condition of curbs, streets and street signs. 7/12/2018 6:49 PM

2 Parking, traffic, overdeveloping large big box business in small town area, lack of proper zoning. 7/10/2018 5:53 PM

3 5G cell phone towers, property taxes, it would be good to have safe bike paths from Mt. Air area
into Worthington Hills or Olentagy Bike Path

7/10/2018 11:40 AM

4 A few neighbors on Lookout Point have yards (weeds, junk in their yards, etc) or homes that are
unsightly and in disrepair. It is detrimental to property value!!! Codes are in place to enforce and
keep our neighborhood desirable and property values up!

7/9/2018 2:46 PM

5 Would like to have safe way to cross 315 from Highview. Had been talk about extending access to
shopping and bike path by adding a walkway along 315 to Clubview, or maybe behind condos,
plus adding stoplight on Highview.

7/9/2018 9:53 AM

6 EFFECTIVE code enforcement of hoarders who don't maintain their property and whose hoarding
presents an environmental hazard (generally, several properties on Rosslyn, specifically the
property on Riverside between Kanawha and Westview). In addn the impact on surrounding
homes' values.

6/12/2018 4:08 PM

7 Be engaged in High Street development to ensure pedestrian friendly neighborhood with
community-oriented businesses.

6/11/2018 8:19 PM

8 Rental properties not being taken care of by the owners 6/11/2018 6:31 PM

9 I think that it is terrible that there is no desire to develop a community area, no playground for the
children and no community areas for neighbors to gather and get to know one another.

6/11/2018 4:34 PM

10 Chronic basement flooding 6/11/2018 12:39 PM

11 No known challenges 6/11/2018 8:51 AM

12 What does the surveyor mean by "economic"? The use of this term in the survey is too vague. 6/10/2018 3:03 PM
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13 Train horn disrupts sleep staging, affects health & well-being. Could an ordinance be passed to
halt the horn during sleep hours...say 11p-7a??? A sound wall would also work

5/29/2018 10:39 PM

14 A Footpath is more important than a bikepath although both could be shared. Decision on the
roundabout at the end of Flint

5/22/2018 4:33 PM

15 Enforcement/Enhancement of the Exterior Property Maintenance Code. 5/18/2018 8:55 AM

16 The proposed bike path the Metro Park wants to run through Mt. Air is of high concern for those of
us who live in this area. We want to make sure our elected trustees have our interests in mind and
know that we are opposed to it. We also hope we will be kept up to date with information regarding
the path. Also, road safety in Mt. Air and Worthington Hills area is a concern. Traffic continues to
increase and the speed at which people are traveling through this area has become worse. I am
not sure if this is something Sharon Twp. can assist with or if this is a state issue. Guidance is
appreciated.

5/17/2018 6:45 PM

17 Traffic on 315. Mt Air is a small residential area and the traffic is too fast and too noisy.
Furthermore, the 18 wheelers should not be using 315 as a way to bypass US23. The trucks tear
up the road very quickly in our area.

5/17/2018 1:11 PM

18 Police supervision 5/15/2018 2:30 PM

19 Needs of senior citizens 5/14/2018 9:04 PM
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Q4 What services does the township provide that you would like to see us
improve on? (check all that apply)

Answered: 101 Skipped: 14

Total Respondents: 101  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 It would be good to have safe bike paths from Mt. Air area into Worthington Hills or Olentagy Bike
Path

7/10/2018 11:40 AM

2 We are very happy with the level of service from Sharon Twp 7/9/2018 7:02 PM

3 traffic calming is needed on cut-through roads such as Highview Drive. Many homeowners have
children and speeding is an issue

7/9/2018 4:19 PM
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4 In the last 2 winters, snow removal has not been as good as in the last 10years. There are days
that snow and ice accumulates and Sharon Twp roads in the Hills are untouched.

7/9/2018 2:46 PM

5 Very happy with the community and the goverment that has been serving it 7/9/2018 1:33 PM

6 Appreciate the addition of curbside recycling! 7/9/2018 9:53 AM

7 All Good 7/8/2018 6:51 PM

8 Want continuation of bike to High Banks Park and later leaf collection in fall 7/8/2018 4:09 PM

9 I am very happy with the new recycling service! We also appreciate our Sharon Police! 7/8/2018 3:44 PM

10 Very pleased with the snow removal service 7/8/2018 2:59 PM

11 Repair/further develop flood water drainage 6/13/2018 8:34 PM

12 I've sent e-mail to fiscal officer regarding recycling and received no response 6/13/2018 11:22 AM

13 Increased police presence - cars speeding through the neighborhood without fear of a ticket or
even a warning.

6/13/2018 6:16 AM

14 Can we get Tremont Gardens into Worthington Schools? 6/12/2018 9:35 AM

15 All services adequate. Explore group purchasing of services. Some communities contract for
discounted energy supply, high speed internet, etc.

6/11/2018 8:19 PM

16 Police protection 6/11/2018 6:31 PM

17 I’d like to see leaf pick up later in the season and one or two leaf collection in the spring. Definitely
need more code enforcement on delapitated properties and tall grass and junk cars in yards.

6/11/2018 2:49 PM

18 Snow plowed into driveways due to cars parked on their side of the street. Alternate days parking
would remedy this situation as well as leaf pick-up confusion.

6/11/2018 2:24 PM

19 Regarding recycling, residents should have to opt out rather than opt in to increase participation.
Regarding code enforcement, I realize many legal procedures are involved, but it seems progress
has been slow in getting some local properties cleaned up.

6/11/2018 1:26 PM

20 Safety 6/11/2018 12:39 PM

21 none 6/10/2018 6:25 PM

22 none 6/10/2018 6:25 PM

23 We're pretty happy 6/10/2018 5:44 PM

24 Leaf collection services should be extended later in the year because our neighborhood has many
large, old trees that drop leaves after leaf collection services end. Also, I'm dismayed about the
lack of communication to residents regarding the opportunity to submit this survey.

6/10/2018 3:03 PM

25 Parking restrictions in RKW lifted; leaf pickup restricted/eliminated 6/9/2018 3:11 PM

26 Honestly think that all listed services are well-provided. 6/7/2018 9:24 PM

27 Enforcing reckless driving along 315 north of 270 5/30/2018 11:58 AM

28 Doing excellent job with leaf and snow removal. Would like to see greater enforcement of speeds
on Poconor Rd or the placement of speed bumps.

5/29/2018 4:40 PM

29 NOTHING. I have no complaints living in Sharon Township. The worst thing about my
neighborhood is the fact that half of it is outside of Sharon Township and never gets plowed in the
winter.

5/24/2018 10:37 PM

30 No issues with services 5/23/2018 4:28 PM

31 I think the Township does these well 5/22/2018 4:33 PM

32 Can you pick up leaves in the Spring as well? 5/18/2018 10:39 AM

33 It would be nice to get more upscale street name signage like some other areas. But other things
may have a higher priority.

5/18/2018 8:55 AM

34 I think overall you do a good job! 5/17/2018 6:45 PM
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35 I feel most is very good.....but I would like to cross the highway 315 to use the park......it is
dangerous for us to try to cross........how about a cross walk or flasher lights....and I know this is
dangerous to ask for a walkway along the highway without asking for bike trail. I do not want a bike
trail on or near Mt. Air

5/15/2018 2:46 PM

36 Encouraging diversity 5/15/2018 2:30 PM

37 1)More township oriented events 2)Focus on connection and communication 5/14/2018 9:04 PM

38 Overpopulation of deer 5/11/2018 12:24 PM

39 Storm drain repair 5/11/2018 9:40 AM
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40.54% 45
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13.51% 15

Q5 What do you like most about living in Sharon Township? (check all
that apply)

Answered: 111 Skipped: 4

Total Respondents: 111  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Small town feel. Green space. Recreation. 7/10/2018 5:53 PM
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2 police and response 7/9/2018 1:33 PM

3 Location, police patrols 7/8/2018 4:36 PM

4 The neighborhood sense of community feeling. 7/8/2018 4:09 PM

5 Diversity of architecture and residents. The fact my neighborhood isn't a home owners association
with fees and cookie cutter homes. The fact my neighborhood has families, younger and older
residents, blue collar, college educated, etc. The fact that most homes are owner occupied. Would
like to maintain that composition. I welcome more non-white owner occupied residents.

6/13/2018 11:22 AM

6 I like the diversity, easy going, not a lot of 'rules' 6/11/2018 6:31 PM

7 I would prefer to be paying the taxes on my property to Columbus. 6/11/2018 4:34 PM

8 It's a like small town in the middle of the city. 6/11/2018 12:57 PM

9 The tax breaks available (our LLC isn't required to pay city taxes). 6/10/2018 3:03 PM

10 Police presence/patrol 6/9/2018 11:51 AM

11 The wildlife, the streets used mostly by the residents gave the overall feel that I live in a rural
community rather than the middle of a large city. I enjoy the peacefulness and safety of my
neighborhood.

6/8/2018 5:46 PM

12 Location 5/30/2018 11:58 AM

13 Our services are good. I see what happens in nearby Columbus areas. 5/22/2018 4:33 PM

14 quiet 5/21/2018 6:45 PM

15 1)Ease of getting around 2)Ease of connecting with township trustees and staff, very responsive 5/14/2018 9:04 PM
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26.85% 29

60.19% 65

54.63% 59
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50.93% 55
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12.04% 13

Q6 In addition to activities the township is currently pursuing, how do you
think the township can address financial challenges? (check all that

apply)
Answered: 108 Skipped: 7

Total Respondents: 108  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Business and home owners will come where the area is highly zoned and buildings look nice and
have highly treed parking lots, tree lined buidlings, flowers and plantings. When it is skimped on, it
shows, eg a couple little pines. Strong areas have limited and planned traffic flow.

7/10/2018 5:53 PM

2 JED in Sharon Woods Metro Parks can yield the township dollars. This also can be done in the
Olentangy Valley Development if this comes to fruition.

7/9/2018 4:19 PM
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3 Make the Hills market area vibrant and useful to all residents. More restaurants! A brewery! LIFE
for those of us living in the hills who are under 40. Please!

7/8/2018 5:49 PM

4 Work with Delaware County Parks to extend bike trail to Worthington Hills from Highbanks. 7/8/2018 4:09 PM

5 It is difficult to address this question in a simple survey. However, increasing taxes (while often the
easiest) is NOT the best approach - our property taxes already are higher to account for lack of
residential income tax however, most residents work in income taxing municipalities ( downtown
Columbus for example) and city income tax is taken out of paychecks. Retaining/development of
commercial enterprises should be carefully considered. Don't take any existing green space,
improve upon existing developed properties (all those unused parking lots along High Street north
of Graceland; only approve "quality" businesses with social and environmental sustainability
(nothing that will make our neighborhoods "trashy" or encourage crime, transient activities). Just
because a business wants to locate here doesn't mean it is "right" for us. Be thoughtful about
cutting services - these are a main reason residents choose to live here, i.e. our constables
providing the quality presence, thoughtfulness, and attention we enjoy. I really like the fact that
most things I need/want are within walking/biking distance, and the bus line on High Street. Are
there grants available to improve/create the "complete community" concept? The small town within
a big city concept?

6/13/2018 11:22 AM

6 We already seem to be sharing a number of services, and just passed a police levy, so those don't
seem like good options at this time.

6/11/2018 1:26 PM

7 Please increase taxes or reduce sevices. 6/10/2018 3:03 PM

8 Incorporate RKW with Columbus 6/9/2018 3:11 PM

9 Unsure of what the financial challenges are and what activities are currently being pursued. For
my specific area - still unsure as to why so much money was spent on no parking signs. Stop
frivolous spending maybe!

6/8/2018 5:46 PM

10 Have Chase (who uses our roads as access) contribute to repairs. 5/29/2018 10:39 PM

11 While I think it's important attract, revitalize, and retain commercial areas, I do not want to see this
done to the detriment of the citizen. I.e. giving large tax breaks to corporations as an incentive to
house their operations in Sharon Township.

5/29/2018 8:55 AM

12 See if we can make changes to properties or services without Columbus demanding we
annex.This policy has caused changes in our area reducing it substantially.

5/22/2018 4:33 PM

13 Protect property values with stronger code enforcement. 5/18/2018 8:55 AM
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29.13% 30

53.40% 55

1.94% 2

79.61% 82

21.36% 22

68.93% 71

12.62% 13

Q7 If you were on the township board, how would you increase resident
engagement? (check all that apply)

Answered: 103 Skipped: 12

Total Respondents: 103  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 It's all about Marketing. Being more visible and communicative is crucial. In this time of easy
access to all with electronic communication - Use them. And be out and about at community
meetings/events.

7/10/2018 7:07 AM

2 better communication. I found out about this survey and meeting in Worthington Hills less than a
week prior to the meeting.

7/9/2018 4:19 PM

3 Specific meetings for Wo Hills like the one on July 12. In 11 years here, this is the FIRST
neighborhood specific meeting that we have been made aware of!

7/9/2018 2:46 PM

4 Facebook group for each area (Mt. Air, Worth. Hills, etc) of township 7/5/2018 5:34 PM
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Rotate township meeting days/times (currently 1/3 Weds evenings 6:30p)

Introduce new residents to the township resources

Other (please specify)
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5 Track new resident arrivals and provide timely informational materials via hand-delivery by a
township official or employee.

6/29/2018 2:37 PM

6 More community events not involving volunteer work projects. A meet and greet for residents
including trustees introductions - a social event. Also, I would like to attend meetings /get involved
but the 1st and 3rd Wed Eve is usually not possible. Social media is crucial for our younger
residents but must be conducted responsibly - keep in mind our resident composition is going to
continue to evolve and soon everyone will have grown up with social media. It is an unfortunate
necessity. Also, is there a "membership" account or page for each neighborhood? Here, we could
have neighborhood specific activity driven by residents - there would only need to be a site
administrator (perhaps the Twp's administrator?). It's one thing to be part of Sharon Twp but the
various neighborhoods are different with different concerns and types of residents. A new
residents could be provided an opportunity to sign up for an account to access neighborhood
specific site to be more engaged with the neighborhood. Twp could then push notifications to each
neighborhood site as appropriate.

6/13/2018 11:22 AM

7 People tend not to get involved and go to meetings unless there is something they are upset
about, but will likely engage with social media if it offers info that's of value.

6/11/2018 1:26 PM

8 Introduce old residents to the township resources 6/10/2018 5:44 PM

9 The newsletter sent via USPS is an good informational resource too. 6/10/2018 3:03 PM

10 Maybe you should include more info on the choices for this question. For example, I have no idea
what STAR Board activities are.

5/23/2018 12:59 PM

11 It also depends on what you want from residents. A policy, issues and priority statement sent out
very regularly helps people understand what Is happening and a way for residents to indicate what
is important to them. It would need to evolve as things get done or if people do not agree with a
direction. People can understand the core of what the Township does.

5/22/2018 4:33 PM

12 There are excellent opportunities for engagement. Up to the residents to take advantage of them.
Very pleased with all of above.

5/18/2018 8:55 AM

13 Communcation through mail or by phone not all residence have access to website information 5/13/2018 3:53 PM
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Q8 Please list any other concerns or ideas the Township should address
in the Strategic Planning process.

Answered: 44 Skipped: 71

# RESPONSES DATE

1 We moved to this area in 1979. Love the community. Love the people. Connection with
Worthington a great relationship

7/11/2018 8:03 PM

2 Involve new neighbors as well as the community. 7/10/2018 5:53 PM

3 Appreciate all that you do and that you've asked our opinions with this survey. Thank you 7/10/2018 7:07 AM

4 Categorize areas of importance: For example: Create Community Identity Reinvest back into the
Township Collaberation with neighbors

7/9/2018 4:19 PM

5 Keep up the police presence. Better snow removal like in years past. Better code enforcement of
properties

7/9/2018 2:46 PM

6 I cannot attend the special township meeting for the Worthington Hills community on July 12. If
there, I would have acknowledged the professionalism, dedication, knowledge, and helpfulness of
Thomas Kayati in addressing several issues caused by the AT&T fiber optics project that involved
my property. Debra Cohn

7/9/2018 9:53 AM

7 Extending the bike trail to High Banks Metro Park and safety of walkers and bikers on Clubview
Blvd hill.

7/8/2018 4:09 PM

8 Getting more residents to participate in the curbside recycling. 7/5/2018 5:34 PM

9 Do not force residents to take city water services - the draw of living in the sharon Hills area was
not to rely on Columbus.

6/14/2018 8:04 AM

10 Have more than one meeting for resident input on Strategic Process. I was not able to attend last
night's meeting. I didn't get the flyer far enough in advance to plan for it.

6/13/2018 11:22 AM

11 Would like to see street tree planting initiative 6/12/2018 6:44 PM

12 Ensure taxes are being used for community improvements. Developers should be held financially
accountable for improvements because of the township tax structures. Ensuring tax dispersment
across geographic regions of the township is equitable.

6/12/2018 5:42 PM

13 Schools - would like to have the option to send children to Worthington school district 6/12/2018 10:52 AM

14 Definitely against annexation 6/11/2018 9:46 PM

15 We need to figure out some way to make the stoplight at N.High and W. Kanawha more visible to
drivers on N. High street. My husband and I commute from W. Kanawha to E. Kanawha across
high street every day, and have lost count of the number of times we have nearly been t-boned by
oncoming traffic who don't see the stoplight - it has become increasingly dangerous with the
growth in traffic, pedestrians, bicyclists, and all of the new commerce/signage in the area, it is
likely difficult for drivers to notice the stoplight.

6/11/2018 8:19 PM

16 N/a 6/11/2018 3:19 PM

17 Speeding has been a real problem lately (specifically Tremont Gardens, Westview Ave) 6/11/2018 2:46 PM

18 I think there is always the fear that at some point we will have to annex to Columbus due to the
lack of commercial properties to help share the cost of maintaining our excellent services.
Certainly there are always rumors that officials are working behind the scenes to dissolve the
township. It's important to keep transparency as much as possible to keep those rumors at bay.
Certainly the satellite meetings are a step in the right direction.

6/11/2018 1:26 PM

19 As a tremont gardens resident I know very little about the other parts of the township or any of the
people. I feel much more connected to clintonville as a community than other township areas, so it
would be nice to have more opportunities to even learn about where/who/what happens in other
parts of the township

6/11/2018 12:57 PM
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20 I would really like my basement to stop flooding...I have lived here over thirty years. Flooding
started within the last eight years. A constant worry. Also crime...we all have been broken
into...cars, garages worse than ever. Also identity theft, times two for me. Is it related to our
neighborhood? I don’t know... What can be done to help us?

6/11/2018 12:39 PM

21 Bylaws 6/10/2018 6:25 PM

22 sewers and water 6/10/2018 6:25 PM

23 I am dismayed at the lack of communication to residents regarding the opportunity to submit this
survey. This is the only chance many residents unable to attend township Board meeting have to
provide feedback. In the least, postcards should be mailed to residents with information about the
opportunity to submit a survey & details about how to locate/submit it online.

6/10/2018 3:03 PM

24 Eliminate code enforcement division 6/9/2018 3:11 PM

25 Keep Sharon Twp. Sharon twp no annexation. In Cols, your just a number. Too big..Here I feel I
have more of a say of what goes on in the neighborhood..

6/9/2018 1:30 PM

26 Increased drug awareness. Plant more trees. Racial bias training for police force. 6/8/2018 4:52 PM

27 None! Great job! 6/7/2018 9:24 PM

28 Aside from driving, the Mt Air area is cut off from neighboring areas and resources due to a lack of
sidewalks. I'd like to see access to neighboring resources by incorporating sidewalks along high-
traffic areas.

5/30/2018 11:58 AM

29 A way to be able to safely walk on Flint would be much appreciated. Biking & walking paths are an
important part of the community's health & wellness, that I see other neighborhoods have.

5/29/2018 10:39 PM

30 Living on Pocono Rd has advantage of open space, average, yet access to Columbus. Concerned
about commercial development at intersection of Flynt and Pocono. Would ruin the beauty and
uniqueness of this setting

5/29/2018 4:40 PM

31 stability of township 5/24/2018 6:58 PM

32 Is there something happening with annexation? 5/24/2018 9:50 AM

33 Only concern is the ideas to our source our police department. This is what makes out community
so desirable and offers an outstanding level of service to our citizens. This small department is
invested in serving and protecting.

5/23/2018 7:34 PM

34 Flint road was built as a quiet side street. It has become a massive feeder road to the freeway and
back even though it is not built for it. Traveling for us is a nightmare at times. Trucks still try to
make right hand turns at the freeway, tearing up the side of the road. How can we get people to
use Lazelle Rd that was upgraded for that purpose. I wish the earlier option to close off Flint at the
Freeway was initiated. Traffic would then have flowed directly to Lazelle. Even the concept of one
way on Flint...either to OR from and not both...would have helped....So back to the discussion on
the traffic jam at Flint and Lazelle

5/22/2018 4:33 PM

35 in corporation by columbus 5/21/2018 6:45 PM

36 I'm really liking the recycling pick up service! Thank you so much! 5/18/2018 10:39 AM

37 Perhaps do one or two mobile (truck) toxic waste collection days in the year. Pain in neck to get to
SWACO with paint cans, etc. So most people just keep them in garage/basement or dispose
illegally.

5/18/2018 8:55 AM

38 My big concern is R315....reduce the speed, reduce the useage by large trucks that are allowed to
use it instead of using US 23, more patrol cars for fast drivers to see

5/15/2018 2:46 PM

39 Why our police budget is the the highest per capita cost in the county. 5/15/2018 2:30 PM

40 1) Look at population mix, increase amount of people and women of color, Latinos, etc. that are
living here. 2) Increase housing for low income people 3) Housing for seniors 4) Jobs with living
wages 5) Increased bus service

5/14/2018 9:04 PM

41 Finish bike path to Anthem park 5/13/2018 3:53 PM

42 Safety of having a park entrance with no traffic light for easy access 5/12/2018 6:14 PM

43 On Westview Ave. change the no parking time on the north side of the street signs to midnight or
1:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. Most guests do not leave your house until at least 11:00 p.m. and eliminate
getting permits. Thx.

5/11/2018 12:24 PM
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44 They need to address and repair damaged draining culverts to assure proper drainage of the area. 5/11/2018 9:40 AM
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